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APPENDIX A

CBSC Decision 09/10-0201+
CIII-TV (Global Ontario) re Play TV

Play TV Canada was a contest program in which viewers were invited to telephone the
program to solve quizzes, puzzles and problems in order to win cash prizes.

Global Ontario broadcast the following viewer advisory in both audio and video format prior
to the commencement of each episode:

The following program requires participants to be 18 years or older. Viewer discretion is
advised.

An 18+ classification icon then appeared in the upper left-hand corner of the screen for a
number of seconds at the beginning of the program.

All three episodes were hosted by a young man named James. The following is a
description of the three challenged episodes.

September 29, 2009, 1:00 to 2:00 am

Throughout the duration of the program, in a red box at the bottom of the screen, there
appeared the question relating to the puzzle, as well as the following information about
participating in the program:

FROM LANDLINE 1-900-528-5858

$1.99 charge applies + tax

Entrants must be over 18 and legal residents of Canada.

calltv.com/playtvcanada

scroll: No purchase necessary. Entrants must be over 18 and legal residents of Canada.
There are two ways to enter. Call 1-900-528-5858 from your landline phone. $1.99 charge
applies plus tax. Enter for free at www.calltv.com/playtvcanada Telephone charges will
appear on your next phone bill. Call in to have your chance to solve the quiz or puzzle for
cash prizes. Callers will be picked at random for the chance to go on the air. A maximum of
25 entries are allowed in each show from any phone. A maximum of 100 entries are allowed
in each month from any phone. Customer service number 1-888-668-8891.

James introduces the first puzzle at 01:00:30, which is “What is the total of all the numbers
in this puzzle?” A graphic appears in the upper left-hand corner of the screen showing a
woman wearing black lingerie sitting on a pile of books and the following equation:
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9+7-3x0+

5-2+4-7+

(4+6)x2=?

The prize money starts at $500 and increases as time goes on without any correct
answers. James makes various comments in between taking calls from participants:

All calls do cost you one dollar, ninety-nine cents.

Five hundred dollars, guaranteed cash.

What is the total of all of the numbers in this puzzle?

Please remember, though, we do select players at random to join me live on air in the studio,
give you a chance to solve the puzzle and win the cash.

All calls do cost you one dollar, ninety-nine cents. You can see our full terms and conditions
and alternate entry at our website.

It’s not a trick question. It’s not number one. I need you to recount and have another look.

Everything you need is on screen. Everything is there. I have one correct solution to this
game. One possible answer.

We’ve got five thousand dollars that is now guaranteed. Guaranteed cash. Yes, guaranteed.
Yes, you can win five thousand.

Please remember that we do select people at random to join me live on air for your chance to
solve this puzzle and win the cash. You can enter by dialling 1-900-528-5858 from a landline
only, not from a cell phone. One dollar ninety-nine cent is how much each call costs you and
you can see our full terms and conditions or alternate entry on the web.

Don’t forget to add up all of the numbers in this puzzle.

Look at this game carefully. Find the numbers and tell me what is the total of all the numbers
in this puzzle. One correct solution only.

I’m just waiting for the phone to ring.

I will reveal the correct answer to the previous game at the end of my show.

This puzzle goes on until 01:47:34. James takes a total of 49 calls from people who gave
answers such as 22, 20, 200, 49, 10, 32, 55555..., 14, 46, 78, 28, 27, 26, 33, 36, 69, 1, 31,
11, 42, 16, 0, 34, 280, -22, -4, 56, 72, 37, 48, 21, 23, 194, 25, 85 and 260. None of these
is deemed correct and the contest ends without a winner.

James then goes on to the second game. It is a 4x4 grid with pictures of the cartoon
character Daffy Duck. Contestants have to determine which of the 16 pictures is slightly
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different from the rest. After a few minutes, in order to speed up the game, eight of the
pictures are removed, so viewers only have to study the remaining eight. James
comments:

Clocks ticking down. I’m waiting for that phone to ring.

No caller has come through to me yet.

Not a single call comes through for approximately ten minutes, even after James counts
down to zero on his clock. Finally, a caller is put through, guesses the correct answer and
wins.

Then James quickly reveals the answer to the previous math question. At 01:57:57, he
opens the red envelope he had been holding during that game and shows the piece of
paper inside to the camera. On it is written 1238. James says, “The answer to the
previous game is that [shows piece of paper to camera]. 1238. But, alas, it’s the end of
the show.”

December 12, 2009, 2:00 to 4:00 am

Throughout the duration of the program, in a red box at the bottom of the screen, there
appears the question relating to the puzzle, the prize amount (which increases as the game
progresses), as well as the following information about participating in the program:

FROM LAND LINE CALL

1-900-528-5858

$1.99/CALL + TAX

FROM CELL PHONE DIAL

#5656

ROGERS, FIDO, BELL, SOLO ONLY $2/CALL

Entrants must be over 18 and legal residents of Canada.

www.calltv.com/playtvcanada

scroll: Call in to have your chance to solve the quiz or puzzle for cash prizes. Callers will be
picked at random for the chance to go on the air. A maximum of 25 entries are allowed in
each show from any phone. A maximum of 100 entries are allowed in each month from any
phone. Customer service 1-877-241-1612 or email playtvcanada@calltv.com. No purchase
necessary. Entrants must be over 18 and legal residents of Canada. Entry prohibited from
Quebec. There are three ways to enter. Call 1-900-526-5858 from your land line phone. All
land line calls cost $1.99 + tax. Dial #5656 from your mobile phone. All mobile calls cost $2
+ tax. Telephone charges will appear on your next phone bill or will be deducted from your
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mobile pre-paid credit. Enter for free or see our full terms and conditions at
www.calltv.com/playtvcanada.

The host James introduces the first puzzle. A graphic appears on screen of a school bus
with cats and people on it. The puzzle is also explained in words on the screen:

 4 girls are travelling on a bus
 in each hand they hold 4 baskets
 in each basket there are 4 cats
 each cat has 3 little kittens
 one cat gets away

How many legs are on the bus?

James gives viewers 60 seconds to think about the puzzle before calling in. A timer
appears on the screen to count down. As the program progresses, James repeats the
question, the methods and costs of entry, and encourages viewers not to give up. He
makes statements assuring viewers that everything they need to solve the puzzle is on
screen and that callers only state their answers once they are live on air. Examples of
James’ comments are as follows:

Now please remember we do select people at random to join me live on air for your chance
to solve the puzzles and win the cash. You can enter by dialling 1-900-528-5858 from land
lines or hash 5656 from cell phones. Each call you make does cost one dollar ninety-nine
cents from land lines, two dollars from cells and you can see our full terms and conditions
and alternate entry on the website.

Everything you need is on your screen. Everything you need to give me the correct answer is
on your TV screen.

You do only say your answer when you’re live on air. We have no idea what you’re going to
say until you are live on air. So the next person can always be the winner.

Everything you do need for the correct answer is there on the screen.

James accepts calls from 98 different participants who guess a range of incorrect numbers:
796, 218, 367, 198, 88, 190, 252, 8, 260, 252, 322, 552, 0, 56, 7154, 110, 295, 2052, 104,

222, 900, 1000, 55, 1540, 12, 10, 515, 1542, 164, 252, 230, 16, 628, 2052, 1534, 270,
6140, 130, 774, 2054, 68, 518, 228, 218, 128, 0, 136, 516, 2054, 384, 1532, 710, 454,
2056, 8, 1542, 32, 70, 75, 40, 16, 54, 892, 926, 388, 518, 118, 2052, 516, 2054, 2040,
760, 902, 2058, 2052, 34, 4116, 2040, 900, 2042, 1540, 8, 2044, 428, 32, 1542, 10, 902,
2574, 2054, 14, 0, 3644, 364, 288, 240, 390.

At 02:52:37, after a caller guesses 2056, the phrase “It’s not 2056” appears in the red box.
James says “It is not two thousand and fifty-six. Look, we’re even putting this up on

screen for you now. If somebody says the incorrect answer we’re even going to put it up
on your TV screen so you can see what it’s not. It is not two thousand and fifty-six. It is
not zero. Obviously there are legs there.” After that, as each next caller guesses
incorrectly, the number then appears in the “It’s not” box. Later, he also says “We are
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putting our previous answers on screen to help you out.”

James comments that he is getting a wide range of answers, which means people are
working the question out in very different ways. With no correct callers, James eventually
reveals the answer in the envelope to be 1359.

He then moves on to the next game, which is a grid of 50 images of Felix the Cat and the
question is “Which picture is different?” As time goes on, James reveals that there are
actually three pictures that are different, but a caller needs only to identify one. Eighteen
minutes and 27 seconds elapse without any calls coming through. As the program nears
its conclusion, there are alarms and other sound effects and James excitedly encourages
viewers to call in because time is running out. A caller finally gets through with only
seconds left in the program. He provides a correct answer and wins the money. There are
then circles around the three pictures in the grid to show viewers which three pictures were
different.

January 10, 2010, 2:00 to 3:00 am

Throughout the duration of the program, in a red box at the bottom of the screen, there
appears the question relating to the puzzle, the prize amount (which increases as the game
progresses), as well as the following information about participating in the program:

FROM LAND LINE CALL

1-900-528-5858

$1.99/CALL + TAX

FROM CELL PHONE DIAL

#5656

ROGERS, FIDO, BELL, SOLO ONLY $2/CALL

Entrants must be over 18 and legal residents of Canada.

www.calltv.com/playtvcanada

scroll: Call in to have your chance to solve the quiz or puzzle for cash prizes. Callers will be
picked at random for the chance to go on the air. A maximum of 25 entries are allowed in
each show from any phone. A maximum of 100 entries are allowed in each month from any
phone. Customer service 1-877-241-1612 or email playtvcanada@calltv.com. No purchase
necessary. Entrants must be over 18 and legal residents of Canada. Entry prohibited from
Quebec. There are three ways to enter. Call 1-900-526-5858 from your land line phone. All
land line calls cost $1.99 + tax. Dial #5656 from your mobile phone. All mobile calls cost $2
+ tax. Telephone charges will appear on your next phone bill or will be deducted from your
mobile pre-paid credit. Enter for free or see our full terms and conditions at
www.calltv.com/playtvcanada.
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The first game is an image of matchsticks that form the equation 9+4=1. The question is
“Move one match and correct the equation”. James gives viewers 30 seconds to think
about the question before opening up the phone lines. He also explains how to participate:

Now please remember we do select people at random to join us live on air for your chance to
solve the puzzles and win that cash. You can enter by dialling 1-900-528-5858 from a land
line or hash 5656 from your cell if you prefer. If you’re calling from landlines it’s one dollar
ninety-nine cents, two dollars from your cell. And you can see our full terms and conditions
and alternate entry on the website.

The first caller moves a matchstick to turn the 9 into a 3 so the equation is 3+4=7.

The next game is similar, but it is “Move two matches and get the highest possible number”
from 4865. James banters with his producer (although the viewer does not hear her end of
the conversation) and finds out that she got this question from a post-grad entrance exam.
She tells James that she succeeded in finding the right answer. After no correct callers, at

03:40:42 James opens the envelope and holds up a piece of paper with the correct
answer: 4862=236196. The graphic showing the original number also shifts to show that
the 5 becomes a 2 and the 2 is an exponent. James says, as he holds up the envelope,
“Okay, guys. The number that we needed ... okay: Four, eight, six to two. Okay. That’s
the correct answer on that one. Right. Let’s move on.” He quickly puts the answer away
and then moves onto the next game.

The next game is a grid featuring pictures of a teddy bear wearing a bow-tie. The puzzle is
to “Find the only different picture”. James comments that this game is easier than the
previous one and that, with this type of game, the first caller through usually has the correct
answer. No calls come through between the start of this game at 03:40:53 to 03:57:21
after James has counted down different ways and during the last few moments of the
program.

At 03:54:31, James again holds up the piece of paper that shows the answer to the
previous puzzle, 486

2
=236196. He says “This is the solution for the previous game.

Showing you once again. The previous logic game. That was the answer we needed:
two, three, six, one, nine, six. Four, eight, six to the power of two. That was the previous
game.” Then at 03:56:12, James shows viewers with his own matchsticks how the
previous puzzle was solved.


